**God SD70 Series Locomotive**

**Norfolk Southern SD70M with Flared Radiators**

**Without Sound**
- ATHG69184 #2591
- ATHG69185 #2607
- ATHG69186 #2618
- ATHG69187 #2621

**With Sound**
- ATHG69284 #2591
- ATHG69285 #2607
- ATHG69286 #2618
- ATHG69287 #2621

**ROAD NUMBER FEATURES**
- Paint scheme: Horsehead
- First time with flared radiators
- FIRE cab with interior details
- Late SD70M flared carbody with offset turbocharger doors (3-door)
- Operating front and rear deck mounted ditch lights without kick plate
- 4-panel radiator intake grille
- Tab mounted LSL indicator light
- For a complete list of features, visit our website
- Era: 2003+

**Union Pacific* SD70M with Flared Radiators**

**Without Sound**
- ATHG69188 #4714
- ATHG69189 #4737
- ATHG69190 #4742
- ATHG69191 #4756

**With Sound**
- ATHG69288 #4714
- ATHG69289 #4737
- ATHG69290 #4742
- ATHG69291 #4756

**ROAD NUMBER FEATURES**
- First time with flared radiators
- Operating round top ditch lights
- Late SD70M flared carbody with offset turbocharger doors (2-door)
- 2-panel radiator intake grille
- For a complete list of features, visit our website
- Era: 2002+

**BNSF SD75I**

**Without Sound**
- ATHG69176 #8279
- ATHG69177 #8287
- ATHG69178 #8286
- ATHG69179 #8301

**With Sound**
- ATHG69276 #8279
- ATHG69277 #8287
- ATHG69278 #8286
- ATHG69279 #8301

**ROAD NAME FEATURES**
- Paint scheme: red and silver Warbonnet
- All-new long hood
- Operating round top ditch lights
- Isolated cab
- Turbo bulge
- 4-step ATSF/BNSF style walkway
- For a complete list of features, visit our website
- Era: 1997+

* Union Pacific Licensed Product

w/o Sound $199.98  With Tsunami® Sound $299.98
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**HO SD70 Series Locomotive**

**Canadian National SD70**

**Announced:** 1.24.14

**Orders Due:** 02/28/14

**ETA:** September 2014

**MODEL FEATURES**

- Front and rear trainline air hose with silver ends
- Multiple unit (MU) hoses with silver ends
- Coupler cut levers with loops
- Safety tread on the walkways
- Minimum radius: 18"
- Recommended radius: 22"
- New tooling: ALL long hoods, FIRE cab, and more
- For a complete list of features, visit our website

**ROAD NUMBER FEATURES**

*Without Sound*

- ATHG69180 #1002
- ATHG69181 #1008
- ATHG69182 #1012
- ATHG69183 #1039

*With Sound*

- ATHG69280 #1002
- ATHG69281 #1008
- ATHG69282 #1012
- ATHG69283 #1039

- **#1002**
  - Canadian style snowplow; era: 2012+
- **#1008**
  - Tall snowplow; era: 2010+
- **#1012**
  - Tall snowplow; era: 2008+

- #1002, #1008 and #1012 also include:
  - SD70 Spartan Cab battery box doors
  - Intermediate HTCR steerable trucks

- **#1039**
  - EMD low snowplow without door
  - Late (IC) SD70 Spartan Cab battery box doors
  - HTCR-II steerable trucks
  - Era: 2006+

**ROAD NAME FEATURES**

- **Ex-Illinois Central**
  - All-new long hood
  - Operating flat top ditch lights with angled kickplate
  - Integrated Cab Electronics (ICE) equipment bulge on the right-hand side of the nose
  - Spartan Cab
  - Air conditioner
  - Different radio antenna placements, per prototype
  - For a complete list of features, visit our website

**Sound equipped models also feature:**

- Onboard DCC decoder with SoundTraxx® Tsunami® sound
- Sound units operate using both DC and DCC
- Full DCC functions available when operated using DCC mode
- Engine, horn, and bell sounds work using DC

**w/o Sound** $199.98  **With Tsunami® Sound** $299.98